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Summary.-The theories of supersonic flow past slender, smooth, pointed bodies of arbitrary cross-sectional shape,
due to Ward", and of the flow past slender bodies of revolution with discontinuities in profile slope, due to Lighthill-,
are applied and extended to calculate first approximations for the aerodynamic forces on bodies of elliptic cross-section
with discontinuities in profile slope. Open-nose bodies are included in this class, but only the external forces are
considered. The investigation is restricted to bodies the major axes of whose cross-sections are co-planar and whose
cross-sections have constant eccentricity.

General expressions are deduced for the wave drag, lift, induced drag, and pitching moments of such bodies. The
drag formula bears a marked resemblance to that for the equivalent body of revolution (i.e., the body of revolution
with the same axial distribution of cross-sectional area), but the discontinuities introduce a slight difference in one
term. The lift formula is identical with that already deduced by Ward for a particular case of the present problem.

The general theory is applied to elliptic cones, and a comparison is made with Squire's solution of this problems.
Numerical results" for the wave drag of bodies of revolution having straight and parabolic profiles are also extended
to bodies of elliptic cross-section.

1. Introduction.-In Ref! 1 Ward has presented a method of obtaining approximate solutions
of the linearized equation of supersonic flow for slender, pointed bodies of arbitrary cross
sectional shape. For Ward's method to be applicable, the bodies must be free from discontinuities
in surface slope.

For the special case of bodies of revolution, Lighthill" has extended the slender-body theory
to include bodies with discontinuities in surface slope. Open-nose bodies are included in this
classj. It is apparent from Ref. 2 that discontinuities in slope introduce jumps in pressure
which are wholly different in magnitude and form from the pressures encountered on smooth
bodies (these pressure jumps are, in fact, two-dimensional expansions or compressions). How
ever, the effects of the discontinuities decay very rapidly along the body, so that when the
pressures are integrated over the body, the resulting expressions for drag and lift bear a marked
resemblance to the results of the simpler theory for smooth bodies.

In the present paper we consider the supersonic flow past slender bodies of elliptic cross
section for which the major axes of the cross-sections are co-planar and whose cross-sections
have constant eccentricity. A velocity potential is found of the general form derived by Ward

. for smooth bodies. This potential enables us to calculate not only the complete flow about
smooth bodies of elliptic cross-section, but, with certain modifications, also the external aero
dynamic forces on bodies having discontinuities in slope, provided that these discontinuities
are spaced well apart.

II! R.A.E. Report Aero. 2466, received 4th September, 1952.
t It is assumed both in Lighthill's and in the present paper that the flow is undisturbed ahead of the nose, i.e., that

there is no ' spillage '.
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The basis of the method for dealing with the discontinuities is that the general form of Ward's
solution may be used to deduce asymptotic expressions for the disturbances from the discon
tinuities, and if these are handled with sufficient care they yield a first approximation to the
aerodynamic forces. The method should be applicable to bodies other than elliptic ones, if
the solution is known for smooth bodies of the same cross-sectional shape.

2. An Outline of Ward's Theory.--Let (r11 01> SI) be a system of cylindrical polar co-ordinates
such that an undisturbed stream at infinity, of velocity U, is flowing parallel to the sl-axis in
the direction of increasing 51' Let ep be a pertubation potential such that the velocity com
ponents in the directions of increasing r l , 011 51 are

Let p be the Heaviside operator with respect to 51; we write f(P) for the operational form of
a function f(5 1 ) . The linearized equation of supersonic flow is then

(i2ep 1 oep 1 02ep 2 2-- +--- + ----= = f3 p ep (2.1)
3rl

2 rlorl r1
2IJ0 1

2 -

where fJ = V (M2
- 1). The use of this equation as an approximate form of the exact equation

of motion for the problem of flow past slender bodies has been fully investigated and justified
by Lighthill2

, 3 and Ward'.

Consider a pointed body of length 0(1) and of maximum thickness t, where i is small compared
with unity.. The restrictions on the shape of the body are stated by Ward as follows. 'The
angle which any tangent plane to the body boundary makes with the undisturbed stream direction
must be small and O(t), and the rate of change of this angle along the direction of the body
must also be small and O(t). One further restriction on the shape of the body is required in
general: this concerns the radius of curvature of any section of the boundary of the body by a
plane perpendicular to the stream direction. If d is the diameter of the section then the curva
ture must be (at most) O(1/d) for all points where the section is convex outwards; there is
no restriction at points where the section is concave outwards. This last condition is not always
necessary for bodies at zero incidence, but is always required if we wish to calculate the flow at
incidence within a known approximation.' The reasons for these restrictions will become
apparent from what follows. ',"

If VI denotes the normal to a section of the body in a plane SI = constant (Fig. 1), the boundary
condition may be written

(2.2)

A general solution of (2.1), giving waves travelling outwards and backwards from the axis,
is, assuming convergence of the series,

(2.3)

where the K" are modified Bessel functions of the second kind, and the A" and En are arbitrary
functions of p which must be chosen to satisfy the boundary condition. - -

Near the body rl is small and O(t); and by taking the largest two terms of K o, and the largest
term of each of the other K", Ward obtained an approximate perturbation potential epa, given by

epa = !YI [ao log ZI i; + "~I ~n • ZI ~,,] (2.4)
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where
Zl = r 1 ei 81

, ao= - Ao(P) ,

..!!2. = (log if3P + y)ao(p), an = i(n - 1) ! (f3~)" (An + iBn), (2.5)

(2.7)

(2.8)

and y is Euler's constant. The error of ePa as a solution of the exact equation of motion
is OW 10g2 t).

The value of ePa as a solution lies not so much in its series form-which may, indeed, converge
only outside the body, and will then have to be continued analytically elsewhere-but in the fact
that we need now only seek a function (ePa - bo) which is a solution of Laplace's equation in
(r1 , 81), and so all the methods of classical hydrodynamics are at our disposal.

The reason for Ward's restriction on the curvature of any section now follows from a knowledge
of incompressible 'corner flows '. At a convex corner an incompressible stream attains an
infinite velocity; at a concave corner it comes to rest. Thus his restriction ensures that the
circumferential component of velocity 0ePa!'Oi1 is always O(t).

By examining the boundary condition, Ward found that the coefficients an are O(tn +2) ; and by
integrating 0ePa!0'V1around the body contour he showed that

5' (Sl)
aO(sl) = 2;- , (2.6)

where 5(sl) is the cross-sectional area of the body. Interpreting (2.5) by the product theorem,
and using ao(O) = °for a pointed body, Ward obtained

b.(s,) ~ -l [5'(5,) log tp - J:' log (s, - u) 5"(u) dU] .

Now if the perturbation velocity 0ePa!2s1 is to be small everywhere clearly 5"(sl) must be small
everywhere, and this accounts for Ward's first two restrictions above on the shape of the body.

Since 0eP!OSl is OW log t) and 2eP!2r1, 0eP!r081 are O(t), Ward took as his pressure coefficient

3eP (OeP)2 (1 3eP )2Cp = - 2 ~ - - - - --- + OW 10g2 t) .
OSl or1 r 08 1

He went on to develop general expressions for drag and lift: these forces are OW log t) and
OW), respectively, and the errors due to the approximate form are OW 10g2 t) and OW 10g2 t).

3. The Open-nose Body.-A necessary condition for the use of the approximate form ePa is
that the body be pointed and that the streamwise surface slope d1J1!ds1 be continuous along the
body. This ensures that the source and multisource strengths an (Sl) tend to zero as Sl~ 0,
and are continuous functions of Sl (except at the base of the body). In this section we observe
why this condition is necessary in the basic derivation of ePa' and then examine the order of the
potential and its derivatives when it is not satisfied. For convenience we place a discontinuity
at the front of the body, writing 5(0) =F 0, (d'Vdds1)s,~O =F 0, and assume that d'V 1/ds1 is continuous
for Sl > 0. This step involves no loss of generality, for if a discontinuity exists at some point
further along the body we introduce a new disturbance potential at that point, and the observa
tions below then apply to this potential.

For ePa to be a valid approximation not only r1 but also pr1 must be small everywhere on the
body. Now as Sl~°the operator p may be considered to tend to infinity, since

lim J(Sl) = lim J(P),
Sl~O+ p-+-ao -

(3.1)



(3.3)

provided that both limits exist. This is a standard rule in the operational calculus", However,
we also have the interpretation rule

so that if sl!rl is everywhere large and O(t- l )- and this is the case for a pointed body-we are
justified in assuming pr l is everywhere small and O(t). 1>a merely represents the first two terms
of an asymptotic expansion of the true potential in the variable sl!rV and is therefore a good
approximation everywhere on a pointed body; for an open-nose body it is not valid over an
initial region of the body of length O(t), but thereafter it again becomes an increasingly good
approximation.

We now establish two results, which we shall require later, regarding the magnitude of the
true perturbation potential 1> when SI is smalL We assume that the velocity normal to the rim
of the open-nose body is everywhere supersonic, and that the arbitrary constant in 1> is chosen
to make 1> = °upstream of the body.

(i) Immediately downstream of the rim we have 1> = °because the equations of continuity
and momentum require that the potential be continuous.

Further, the perturbation velocities are those corresponding to two-dimensional flow. This
may be shown by replacing the surface of the body by a distribution of ( supersonic sources' ;
the potential at any point on or outside the body is obtained by integrating the incremental
source potential over the appropriate region (Fig. 2). As the point P approaches the disturbance
from the rim of the body the area of integration becomes a small plane surface over which a
constant normal velocity is required, and the flow is wholly analogous to that at the supersonic
leading edge of a wing, all the perturbation velocities being O(t). (In the limit the area of in
tegration tends to zero, and since the incremental potential is integrable, the potential, unlike
its derivatives, tends to zero at all points immediately behind the disturbance from the rim.)

(ii) When SI is O(t), the potential is at most OW).

The potential may be written

f
01>

1>(VlJ i v SI) = oV-
l

dV I ,

PQ

where the path of integration PQ is a line i l = constant, SI = constant between the disturbance
from the rim and the point in question. Now it follows from the form of the general solution
(2.3), and also from physical considerations of the flow, that the normal velocity 101>!ov l l cannot
be of a greater order outside the body than on it, and is therefore O(t). Since the length of the
path PQ is also O(t), 1> must be OW).

4. The Approximate Potentials for Bodies of Elliptic Cross-section.-4.1. The Elliptic Body.
Let (x, y, s) be a system of rectangular Cartesian co-ordinates such that the s-axis is the axis
of the body. We consider a body of the form

x 2
y2 2

A 2 + 132 = f (s) , (4.1)

and extending from s = Co to s = Cn' We assume that f(s) , 1'(s), 1"(s) are all 0(1) except at a
finite number of points denoted by s = c, (i = 0, 1, .. .n) where 1'(s) is discontinuous; and
that A, Bare O(t). In certain cases (see section 8.1) the minor-axis parameter B may be OW).
We also assume that all the intervals (c, - Ci-l) are 0(1). The cross-sectional area is

5(s) = nAB /2(S),



and we write

S'ic, +) - S'ic, -) = 2nABf(ci )[f' (Ci +) - f'(c; -)J = LlS/,
with the convention that 1'(co -) = j'(cn +) = o.

4.2. The Potential at Zero Incidence.-The boundary condition (2.2) may now be written
for zero incidence,

01> oy 1
av ~ ± as J{1-+-(-~-~-)-'r (± for y ~ 0) ,

AB f(s)1'(s)

We now make the following transformation:

s = a

(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.4)

(We introduce a because the operations a/os and %a will not be the same: the first will imply
keeping x, y constant and the second keeping A, f-l constant.) (4.4) is of course the Joukowski
transformation

(A 2 - B2)f 2(a)
z = C+ 4C '

where z = x + iy, and C = Aeil' .

The ellipse (4.1) becomes in the C-plane the circle

A = A t B f(a) .

(4.5)

(4.6)

Since the transformation is conformal in planes s = constant, an element of the normal at
the contour in the z-plane will become an element of normal in the C-plane and be magnified by
the factor IdC/dzl. Hence if V 2 is the normal in the C-plane, the boundary condition becomes

01> 01> dv
oV2= ov d~ ' .. (4.7a)

i.e.,
01> ABf(a) f'(a) ids I

OA = J{A'f'(a) - (1 - ~:) A'f'(a) cos' p} Id(
5'(a) \dZ I

- 2nf(a) y(A2 sin" f-l + B 2 cos" f-l) dt; •

From (4.5) we find that on the body

I
dzI 2. / (A2 . 2 B2 2)de = A + B 'v sin f-l + cos f-l ,

5

.. (4.7b)
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(4.9)

so that the boundary condition becomes

ocp _ 5'(a)
OA - n(A + B)f(a) .

Therefore to obtain the potential CPao for a smooth pointed body at zero incidence we need
merely place a source of suitable strength at , = 0, and add the term bo, and so we have

<P,' ~ S;j;;! log A -+ 2~ [s'(a) log ~ - J:S"(U) log (a - u) dU] . .. (4.10)

Differentiation of (4.10) gives

o~:, ~ 2~ [s"(a)log~ - L,lOg (a - u) dS"(U)] , " (4.11)

the last term being a Stieltjes integral*. Thus a discontinuity in profile curvature at a point
a := g, say, introduces a term

- d~ [51/(g +) - 51/(g -)J log (a - g) ,

which is singular at a = g. However, as is shown in the Appendix, the error in pressure is
very localized, and the resulting error in drag is only OW log3 t), provided that the distance
between successive discontinuities in curvature is 0(1).

For a body with discontinuities in 1'(a) we follow the general approach of Ref. 2 and put
n

CPo = <Po + L <POi,
i = 0

where <:Po and its first derivatives are to be continuous along the body, and the <:Po, are to represent
the disturbance effect of each discontinuity; that is each <:POi and its derivatives are to be zero
for a < c, and continuous for a > c..

To obtain a suitable approximation for <:Po we merely replace the 5'(a) in (4.10) by the con
tinuous function

J:S"(u) du ~ S'(a) - ,~. JS/, (c, < a < c, ,) .

We now have t

'Po ~ ~{[s'(a) - J,JS/}Og ~i - f.S"(U) log (a - u) du}IO(t' log' t), (4.12)

~~ = z\.{s"(a) log~ - r ,,_log (a - u) dS"(U)} , .. (4.13)

~i' ~ L[s'(a) - j~' LlS/] . .. (4.14)

~--~-~---------~---~~----~~

* When dealing with functions having discontinuities inan interval of integration we shall be careful to write Stieltjes
integrals in the form f~-af(u) dg(u). By expressions of the form f~f(u) g'(u) du we shall mean the sum of Riemann
integrals taken between the points of discontinuity.

t Although all the expressi?ns for the pot~ntial~ deriv~d belo:v ar~ of t~e g~~eral form of cpa as defined by equation
(2.4), we shall omit the sub~cnp~ a. when deal~ng.wlthbodies havmg discontinuities, because the approximate or asymp
totic form of these expressions IS m general indicated by the presence of an order term or by the symbol '"-'.
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H may be noted that In our approximation o!pojoa is not in fact continuous at a = Ci , as was
specified above. However, its singularities are the result of discontinuities in S"(a), and not
of those in S'(a), and are of the same localized type as those already encountered on a smooth
body.

','
Comparing (4.14) with the boundary condition (4.9) we deduce that the boundary condition

for !POi is

!7!PO_i _ J 5/
0,1. 271:,1. '

(on the body, for a > ci) • .. (4.15)

Thus the asymptotic expression for !POi is

JS/
!POi "'" 271: log A + bOi(a) , .. (4.16)

where bOi(a) must be evaluated from the original definition (2.5), since we now have ao,(c,) =1= O.
(4.16) then becomes

JS/ (3A
!P ,"'" - log ~-'--

0, 271: 2(a - c,) , .. (4.17)

and this expression becomes an increasingly good approximation for a - Ci > O(t), (section 3
and Appendix). Thus the asymptotic value of the complete potential is, for C; < a < Ci +! !

1 { {JA i Ja }cPo "'" 271: S'(a) log 2 - j~O JS/ log (a - cJ - Co S"(u) log (a - u) du v , .. (4.18)

where the r-> here denotes that (4.18) becomes a valid approximation some distance behind
each of the discontinuities on the body. Comparing this with the potential for a smooth body
(4.10), we note that the two expressions are very similar, but that the bOi have introduced a
new term.

4.3. The Incidence Potential.-For the flow at incidence we consider incidences 1X1 and 1X2
''', applied in the x1SC and Y1scplanes respectively (Fig. 3), and we assume that 0(1 and 0(2 are

at most O(t). The relation between the co-ordinates with respect to the wind axes (Xl' Y1' s.),
and the co-ordinates with respect to the body axes (x, y, s), is then given by

Z = Zl + slO(e'~ + O(t3)

S=Sl+ 0 (t2), .. .. (4.19)

where IX = V(OC12 + OC22) and 1] = tan" (0(2jOC1) •

We 'take as our complete velocity potential

rp = [U cos 0( . S+ U cPo] + [U sin oc(x cos 11 + y sin YJ) + U cPl(ll]
= U cos IX • S + U cPo + U cP1 (2) , " (4.20)

where cPl(2) is more than a perturbation potential, for it includes the uniform cross-flow at
infinity. The complete boundary condition is then

0: (cPo + cPl(2)) = ~; [cos 0( + ~ (cPo + cPl(2))] , (4.21)

so that the boundary condition for cP1(2) (we shall hereafter drop the superscript (2)) is

~~1 = 0 + O(t3 log t) ,

7
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and

(5.1)

the order term being O(t2
) immediately behind a discontinuity in slope. Hence for smooth,

pointed bodies a suitable potential is given by

ePal = ~(l[C e- i
'1 + (A + ~~ ]2(a) ei '1J (4.23)

ePa = ~ {S~~) log' + bo(a) + (l[' e- i
,/ + ~~. + :r ]2(a) ei '1J} . .. (4.24)

Although it is written in terms of the co-ordinates with respect to the body axes, (4.24) is of
the required form (2.4) for ePa> because by (4.19) the expression inside the curly brackets is an
analytic function of Zl as well as of , or z, except for negligible terms of OW); and also

bo(a) = bO(Sl) + OW) .
For a body with discontinuities we could again divide the potential ePl into continuous and

discontinuous parts, but since the term bo occurs only in conjunction with the zero-incidence
potential, it is immediately apparent that the asymptotic form of ePl will in this case be an
expression identical to (4.23).

5. The Pressure Coefficient.-We have, writing q for total velocity,

q2 [C q2 )2JCp = 1 - U2 +° 1 - U2 '

and by (4.20) this becomes

C = (l2 _ 2 C°ePo + OePl) _ (oeP_o + OePl)2_ C0ePo + OePl)2+°[(OeP)2] .
P os os OV OV 01' 01' os

For smooth, pointed bodies we may use the approximate forms ePao, ePab and this expression is
sufficiently accurate for all points on and near to the body.

For bodies with discontinuities in slope (5.1) may be used on the body to predict the aero
dynamic forces. It is true that behind points of discontinuity the O-term is only OW), but as
these regions are only of length O(t) the effect on lift and drag is OW) and OW), respectively,
and therefore negligible. Similarly in the term (OeP/OT)2 we may use the asymptotic forms of
the previous section, although these are not good approximations immediately behind points
of discontinuity". oeP/ov is of course known exactly on the body from the boundary condition.

It remains to consider the term - 20eP/os, which is O(t) immediately behind a discontinuity
and will have to be handled with some care. We cannot simply substitute the asymptotic
value of 0eP/os, for two reasons: (i) the lift and drag contributions of the true 0eP/os in the regions
where the asymptotic form is invalid are OW) and OW) respectively, i.e., of the same order
as the total lift and drag; and (ii) the singularities of the asymptotic form at s = c, are non
integrable (see (4.18)).

We now transform (5.1) into a more convenient form. From (4.18) and (4.22) it follows
that on the body

where

0ePo . 0ePo . 0ePl . 0ePlOft- r-..J 0 , i.e., a:; r-..J 0 , a; = 0, i.e., oi = 0 ,

so that on the body (5.1) becomes in terms of the variables (A, ft, a)
Cp = Cp 0 + Cp 1>

C = _ 2 (oePo + 0ePo 0.1) _ (OePO)2\ d'1 2

P0 oa 0.1 as 0.1 dz'

C 1 = (l2 _ 2 (OePl + OePl aft) _ (~ OePl)21 d, 1

2
.

p oa Oft oS A aft dz

* These arguments can also be developed more rigorously by the method of the Appendix.

8
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Differentiating the first two equations of the transformation (4.4) partially with respect
to s, substituting the value of A on the body, and solving for OAjOS, op,/os, we obtain

OA _ f'(a) A + B (1 _ AB) (54
os - 2 A 2 sin" p, + B2 cos" P, ., • )

op, r (a) ( B
2

)
OS = f(af cot p, 1 - A 2 sin" p, + B 2 cos" P, • (5.5)

These expressions are O(t) and 0(1), respectively, so that in (5.2) and (5.3) only orPojoa and orPljoa
are ever O(t), the terms (OrPojOA)(OAjOS) and (OrPljOp,)(Op,jos) being always OW). Accordingly we
may use the asymptotic forms for these latter terms; (in the case of OrPojOA the exact and asymp
totic forms are of course identical on the body by virtue of the boundary condition).

It is convenient to combine the last two terms of (5.2) at this stage. From (4.8), (4.9) and
(5.4), we have on the body

_2orPo OA = _ 25'(a) 1'(a) ~+ B (1 _ AB )
OA as n(A + B)f(a) 2 A 2sin" p, + B2cos" P, ,

(
OrPo) 2

I
dCj2 5/2(a) (A + B)2

- -OA dz[ = - n2(A + B)2j2(a) 4(A2 sin" ft + B2cos" ft) .

Hence

C = - 2orPo ABf'2(a) ( . AB _ 2) . (5.6)
po oa + 'j A2 sm2 p, + B2 cos" ft

It may be of interest to note that while there is no circumferential velocity on a smooth pointed
body of elliptic cross-section at zero incidence, or at some distance behind a discontinuity on
any elliptic body [see equations (4.10), (4.18)J, a circumferential pressure gradient does exist.
The effect of this gradient is of course to curve the streamlines on the surface of the body.

6. The Drag at Zero Incidence.-The drag integral may be written

D I f dv.1 U2 = ds Cpo ds d-r
2P Co

(6.1)

where

and

dv _ oy __1_____ _ 5'(s) 1

ds - as J{l +G~)'} - 2nv{A'j'(s) - x'} J{l+ (~)} ,

d-r = dxJ{l + (~~)}.

(6.2)

(6.3)

By substituting these expressions into (6.1) and writing Af(a) cos p, for x on the body, we obtain

.1~2 = 2~f;cn5'(a) daf2" Cpodp,. (6.4)
2P ~ 0

We now consider the contributions of the various terms in Cpo, (5.6). From - 2o!f>ojoa we
have, by (4.13),

-~r:S'(q) dq [S"(q) log PtA +/)1(q) - f_,._IOg (q - u)dS"(u)J. (6.5)

9



From each - 2orpoJoa we have a term

(6.6)

We cannot substitute our asymptotic value for orpo,foa here, for the reasons already noted;
however, we may proceed as follows. Let

(6.7)

where oepojoa represents the true value, and the integral is taken along a line ft = constant on
the body. Then integrating (6.6) by parts, and noting that Fj(cj, ft) = 0 by (6.7), we obtain

Now
f2n [ fCtl

+ ]-l 0 dp. - a=c,+ F,(a, ft) dS'(a) . (6.8)

where the true (as opposed to the asymptotic) value of rpo,(c i , ft) is zero (section 3), and on the
body, by (4.15) and (4.6),

orpo, L1 5/ .~

OA n(A + B)f(a) ,

dA A + B r

d~ = -2-- f (a) .

Hence

f
"Orp oi fa L1S/ f'(a)

F,(a, ft) = c, ac;- do = rpo,(a, ft) - C

i
2n -.lCa) do

by (4.17)

1'-..1 L1~' [lOg~L~_±J3Jf(al -fad lOgf(a)] .
2n 4(a - c.)-

~ Ci

L1S/ fJ(A +B)f(c,)
= --- log "---- -------..

2n 4(a - Ci )
(6.9)

It is shown in the Appendix that if we substitute this asymptotic expression into (6.8) the
error is OW). We have in fact overcome the difficulty by working with the asymptotic form
of rpo" instead of that for orpojoa, and by applying the true value of rpOi at a = C,. We now have
for the drag contribution of the - 2orpo';oa terms

-;, :¥. J S/ [S' (c, +) log fi(A +/)!(cJ+r:,,+log (u - c,) dS'(U)]. (6.10)

10



From the last term in Cpo, (5.6), we have

21fcnS'(a) daf2nA Bj'2(a) [A
2

• 2 ~B
2

2 - 2] dfl
:n; sm fl cos fl

Co 0

= - 2~fcn S'(a) . ABj'2(a) . 2:n; do
Co

1 fcn d
= - 2:n; S'2(a) da logf(a) do

Co

= - 2~ :~~ [S'2(C;+l -) logf(c;+l) - S'2(C;+) logf(ci ) ]

+ !fC
n

S'(a)S"(a) logf(a) do . .. (6.11)
:n; Co

The drag is the sum of (6.5), (6.10) and (6.11). (6.5) may be written

- ~ {J:: S'(a) S"(a) log j'(«) da + log P(A : B) :~: MS"(c; H -) - S"(c; +)J

-J:: S'(a) do f-" _log (a - u) dS"(U)} . .. (6.12)

The first terms of (6.10) and (6.11), and the second term of (6.12) combine to give

and the remainder of the drag is

1 1 fcn + 1fcn fa- - ~i ,dS/ log (a - ci ) dS'(a) + - S'(a) do log (a - u) dS"(u)
:n; •= 0 a = Cj + :n; Co u ~ Co _

.. (6.13)

.. (6.14)

Reversing the order of integration in the last term, and then integrating twice by parts gives

;r,.- dS"(u)rlog (a - u) S'(a) da

f

cn fcn+
= -l Co S"(u) du a=u log (a - u) dS'(a)

{f

cn fcn
= -l Co S"(u) du u log (a - u) S"(a) do

+ ;t ,lS: J:: S"(u) log (c, - u) dU} .

11

.. (6.15)



The last term in (6.15) combines with part of the first term in (6.14) to give

f
cn

_! j; Ll5;' 5"(11) log 111 - Cil do ,
n .~O

Co

and the remainder of the first term in (6.14) is

Hence, collecting terms, we finally have

.. (6.16)

.. (6.17)

f
cnfen fcn

- D 2 = J.- 5"(11) 5"(u) log J do du + I ~ Ll5.' 5"(11) log 1 do
l2PU 2n 111 - ul n: ;=0 111 - Cil

~ ~ ~

1 n-l nIl n 4
+ ~ i~O Ll5;' jJ':j-1 Ll5·' log 0-~C: + 2~ ;~o (Ll5.')2log j3(A + B)f(c

i
) + OW) ,

= 1*fc
n

+ fcn + log _ 1_ d5'(I1) d5'(u)
2n 11~ Co __ u ~ Co _ 1

11 - U I

1 n ( 5 ')2 1 .,- 4 O( 5)+- L LI - og ---------- + t
2n i ~O • j3(A + B)f(C;) ,

.. (6.18a)

.. (6.18b)

where the asterisk denotes the' finite part of' the double Stieltjes integral (cf. Ref. 2, equation
(37)). (6.18) is extremely similar to the expression for the drag of the equivalent body of revolu
tion (i.e., the body of revolution which has the same area distribution 5(s)), the only difference
being in the last term. The drag of the body of revolution is greater by an amount

.. (6.19)

which is always positive and independent of Mach number. However, if A and B are approxi
mately equal, so that

.~ = 1 + 0(t1
/

2
) ,

then

A+B
log 2y(AB) = O(t) ,

so that the difference in drag of the two bodies in this case is only OW), which is negligible to
the order of accuracy of the theory.

It is apparent from the symmetrical form of (6.18) that the' reverse' of any elliptic body
has the same drag as the original body.

7. The Forces and Moments at Incidence.-7.1. The Lateral Forces.-The incidence problem
is somewhat simpler than the drag problem for two reasons. Firstly, the cross-flow potential
(4.23) gives, without further modifications, an asymptotic expression for the true potential
when discontinuities are present; and secondly, in the integrals below for the lateral forces
and pitching moments the continuous function f(l1) appears where previously we had 5'(11).

12



We have for the lateral forces in the directions of increasing x and y,

1.X
U2

=fc
n

ds [fBf{S) (- Cp1l
x

> 0) dy +fBflSl (Cp11., <0) dY]
2P Co -Bfls) -Bf(s)

= - Bfc
n

f(a) daf211 CP1 cos fl dfl , (7.1)
Co 0

1.Y
U2

= - Afc"f(a) daf211 CP1 sin fl dfl . (7.2)
2P Co 0

Our potential is, from (4.23),

</, ~ o: [A + (A + ~)'i'(.)] cos (P - n), .. (7.3)

where the .-....I here denotes that (7.3) becomes a valid approximation some distance behind
each of the discontinuities on the body. We have shown that this is in adequate form for all
the terms in CP ll (5.3), except - 2 or/Jr/oa.

The term rx2
, and the term - (0rP1/AOfl)2 Id~/dzI2, which occurs in the drag of an infinite elliptic

cylinder in incompressible flow, will not contribute anything to X and Y.

The contribution to X of - 2 or/Jr/oa may be written

2Bf21tcos fl dfl fC" ~~1 f( a) do ,
o Co

and if f<J ~~1 da = G(a, fl) ,
Co

(the integral being taken along a line fl = constant on the body), this may be written

2Brcos p dp [ftc,) ci; p) - J::G(., p) r (.) d.] . (7.4)

Now since OrP1/OA = 0 on the body

G(a, fl) = rP1(a, fl) - r/J1(CO' fl) (7.5)

We have shown (section 3) that a perturbation potential tends to zero as a ~ Co, but our rP1
includes the uniform cross-flow; hence at a = Co it must represent a uniform cross-flow in the
entire z-plane :

rP1(CO, fl) = ~(rxze-i'l)

~ 91{+ + (A' ~4~')f'(·)] e-"} •
= rxf(co)[A cos fl cOS'fJ + B sin fl sin 'fJ] on the body.

Hence G(a, fl) I".' rx[(A + B)f(a) cos (fl - 'fJ) -f(co)(A cos fl cOS'fJ + B sin fl sin 'fJ)], (7.6)

and as before we may substitute this into (7.4); the error will be OWl (7.4) now becomes

2Bf~cos p. « [A ~ B (J'(c,) + f'(c,)) cos (P - n) - !,(c,j(A cos p cos n + B sin p sin n)] dp

;= nrx cos 'fJ • B[(A + B)j2(cn ) - (A - B)j2(co)] (7.7)

13



The term - 2(Oepl/Ofl )(ofJ,Jos) in CP1 contributes to X, by (5.5) and (7.3),

-2B fc
n
f(a) da f2" G«(A + B) sin (fl - 1]) . f'(a) cot fl [1 - A 2 • 2 B2 B2 2]' cos fl dfl

C sm fl + cos fl
., 0 ... 0

= - 2n G( cos 1] . B(A - B)fc
n
f(a) f'(a) do

Co

= - n G( cos 1'J . B(A - B) [p(c n ) - f2(CO)] (7.8)

Adding (7.7) and (7.8) we have

1 ~u-'2 = 2nB2
G( cos 1'J . P(Cn) + OW)

'lP

(7.9)

Similarly

.. (7.10)

.. (7.11)

.. (7.13)

.. (7.14)

This result is the same as that obtained by Ward' for the particular case of a smooth, pointed
body of elliptic cross-section ending in a cylinder. X and Y have been derived as forces normal
to the body axis, but they are equally' lift' forces to the order of accuracy shown.

7.2. The Tnduced Drag.-The induced drag is given by

iDU2 = ~inu~ (X cos 1) + Y sin 1/) + c~s~fcnS'(a) daf2" CP1 dfl .
7j;P '2P n Co 0

To our order of accuracy this may be written

.2L = .Jf_. G( + -~ G( + l.-fc"S'(a) daf~"c dll
1 U2 1 U2 1 1 U2 2 2 pI,' .
TIP 2P 'lP n Co 0

The G(2 term in C 1, (5.3), contributes to the integral in (7.11)

G(2 [S(cn ) - S(co)]' •• (7.12)

Considerations of symmetry show that there is no contribution from - 2(oeptfos), (i.e., from
the whole second term in (5.3)), and from the last term in CP I we have, by (4.8) and (7.3),

- 2
1

fc
n

S'(a) daf2" 4 G(2 sin" (fl - 1]) . 4"(-A- 2 • (1 + Bk2

2 2) dfl
n sm fl + cos fl

Co 0

~J'~ (B A)=-2; Co S'(a). 2n G(2 I + A COS
2

1'J + Bsin21'J do

~ -[S(,.) - S(c.)] [ oc' +~ oc,' + ~ oc,'] .

Adding (7.12), (7.13) and the contributions of the lateral forces, we have

.~. ~ [S(c.) + S(c.)][~ oc,' + ~ oc,,] + ;(1') .

14



., (7.15)

., (7.16)

., (7.17)

., (7.19)

., (7.18)

.. (7.20)

., (7.21)

Hence

7.3. The Pitching M oments.-For convenience we now take the x- and y-axes in the plane
of the nose, writing Co = O. The moments about these axes in the sense tending to decrease
the applied incidence are then, respectively,

i7u2= - AJc" (11((1) d(1J2nCP i sin fl dfl ,
2. 0 0

1.~2 = - BJC" a1(a) daJ2n CP i cos fl dfl .
2 0 0

The integration is of course very similar to that for the lateral forces. From - 2or/Jdoa we have
the contribution to My (cj. (7.4))

2Bfcos ~ d~{c,J(c")G(C., p) - rG(a, p)[f(a) + aj'(a)J da},

and upon substitution for G from (7.6) this becomes

2Bfcos ~ . ~ A ~ B cos (~ - q{c,J'(c") - [i' (a) da] . d~

~ xo: cos q . B(A + B) [ c,J'(c") - f/'(a) da] .

From - 2(or/JdOfl)(OfljoS) we have [cj. (7.8)J

- 2n~ cos" B(A - B)f af(a)j' (a) do

~ - n o: COS" B(A - B{C,J'(C") - fr(a) da] .

Hence, adding (7.17) and (7.18), we obtain

~~, ~ 2n~ COS" • B'[C"/'(C") - f /'(a) da] .

lM-(j2 = 2~ (Xi[(C" - co)5(c,,) - r
C

"5 (a) da] + OW) ,
2P ~ Co

lM[j2 = 2~ (X2[(Cn - co)5(c,,) _Je
n

5(a) da] + OW) .
2P Co

Thus the X and Y forces act through the same point. The distance from the nose of the
centre of pressure (or, in this case, of the aerodynamic centre), expressed as a fraction of body
length, is given by

h ~ 1- (c" _ ~.)S(C")r: SIal da + 0(1) .. (7.22)

_ 1 _ mean cross-section area
base area .



8. Applications.-8.1. The Restriction on Section Curvature.-In order to satisfy Ward's
general restriction on the curvature of the cross-section we originally specified that both the
major- and minor-axis parameters, A and B, be O(t). In practice it may sometimes be desirable
to consider bodies whose elliptic cross-section is very flat, that is, to let B be OW).

This is wholly justifiable for smooth bodies at zero incidence, since the circumferential velocity
is zero in this case. We might also expect it to be permissible for bodies with discontinuities
in slope at zero incidence, since at the actual points of maximum curvature symmetry requires
zero circumferential velocity. However, in this case no rigorous justification is possible by the
methods of the present paper, because we have no detailed knowledge of the flow immediately
behind points of discontinuity.

The flat elliptic body at incidence has already been discussed by Ward! for the case of smooth
bodies. Ward suggested that although the flow could no longer be calculated within a known
approximation, the solutions obtained by his method gave a first approximation for sufficiently
small angles of attack, since the forces and moments tend to a finite limit as B -+ O. This
argument may be extended to the more general class of bodies considered here.

8.2. The Elliptic Cone at Zero Incidence.-For the particular problem of an elliptic cone we
may write

1(s) = s , 5(s) = nAB S2, 5"(s) = 2nAB . (8.1)

From equations (5.6) and (4.11), we then have for the pressure coefficient on the cone at zero
incidence

c; = - ~[S"(u) log Pi - Lo- log (u -- u) dS"(U)]

+ ABfI 2(a) [_. AB 2]
'j A 2 sin" fJ, + B 2 cos" fJ,

[
4 AB ]= AB 210-- + - 2

g P(A + B) A 2 sin" f1 + B 2 cos" f1 .
(8.2)

This pressure coefficient is plotted for a range of ratios BfA in Fig. 4. It may be noted that
as the eccentricity increases the pressure gradient over most of the ellipse first increases and then
decreases, and that a pressure peak appears at the end of the major axis or ' leading edge '.

The drag coefficient is, by (6.18),

CD = AB[2l0g P(A ~ B) - 1J . (8.3)

In Ref. 5, Squire has obtained an exact solution of the linearized equation for flat elliptic
cones, the major axis of his ellipse being finite and the minor axis infinitesimal. Squire's boundary
condition is that of a wing problem, and may be written

oep _ oy
oy - as '

where the corresponding form of our boundary condition is

04> oep oy oy
oy _. ax ax = as .

Nevertheless we would expect the two solutions to be similar for the common problem of a cone
having A of O(t) and B of OW), and this is in fact the case.
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Squire's corrected solution consists of two parts as follows:

(i) A constant pressure over the elliptic cone, which in our notation is given by

Kv/(l - A2{32) _. Ev/(l - A 2{32)
Cp = 2AB - 1 _ A 2{32 . ... . (8.4)

where K and E are complete elliptic integrals of the first and second kinds.

Expressed as force per(ii) A drag contribution from the singularity at the leading edge.
unit length normal to the leading edge, this is

r, .11 2

tpU' ~ nr, ~A' + IlJ{I - (~~ I) ;/~1}'
where r, is the radius of curvature of the leading edge.

In (i), when A is O(t) we may expand the elliptic integrals in series, writing

Kv/(l - A 2P2) = log ~~- OW log t) ,
Ap

Ev/(l - A 2P2) = 1 + OW log t),

and so we obtain, for B of OW),

Cp = AB(210g A~ - 2) + OWlogt) .

(8.5)

(8.6

In Fig. 5 this pressure coefficient is compared with that predicted by the theory of this paper
(equation (8~2)). It is interesting to note that the two values agree well over most of the surface,
and that, instead of Squire's singularity, the theory of this paper predicts a finite pressure peak
at the leading edge. This peak is in fact OW), whereas the lower pressures are O(t3 10g f).

In (ii) above we have

B2

r, = A s + OW) . (8.7)

Hence we deduce

L1CD = AB + OW),
and

CD = AB ( 2 log :p-1) + OW log t) (8.8)

The two expressions (8.3) and (8.8) for the drag coefficient are equal to the lowest order, for B
of OW), the difference being OW log t).

Similar agreement may be obtained for the lift of the elliptic cone when incidence is applied
in the ys-plane. It is already well known that the expression for the lift of a delta wing reduces
to that given by (7.10) when the aspect ratio becomes small.

8.3. Conical and Parabolic Forebodies and Afterbodies.-Ref. 6 presented curves of the drag
predicted by slender body theory for certain families of bodies of revolution. These included
curves of the drag of forebodies and afterbodies of straight and parabolic profile; the after
bodies were assumed to be situated behind an infinitely long parallel portion, so that by the
reversibility property mentioned in section 6, forebodies and afterbodies which are the ( reverse'
of one another have equal drag.

17
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(8.12)

.. (8.11)

l t is now a simple matter to extend these results to slender bodies of elliptic cross-section
wit h t he same area distribution S (s) as the bodies of revolution in question.

Let No and NI denote the radii at the initial and final sections of a forebody of circular cross
section, and let 1 be the length. Then we have forebodies of straight profile

c; I - 2 R R I ---=J?oI. 0 - n 0 1

R I ..«,
,.15/ = - 2nRI T-· (8.9)

and for bodies of parabolic profile,

S I 4 R R I - R;,1. 0 = n: 0 ···z .. (8.10)

l t follows from equation (6.19) that the drag of the equivalent bodies of elliptic cross-section
is that of the bodies of revolution plus the following term:

for bodies of straight profile,

. (l)2 (nl2) (50 ) ( JsO)2 1+ BjA
f( /) HI = ~fC/).~~ "--= - 2 1 + .S~ 1 - ~Sl log 2\1(BjA) ,

and for bodies of parabolic profile,

, (nl 2
) So ( J50)2 1 BjA

I(/)SI = - 8 51 , 1 - .S; log iXv(B/A) .

These correction terms are plotted in Fig. 6: comparison with the values of Ref. 6 shows
t hat in general they are a very small proportion of the drag of the body.

HA. The Interference Effect of a Forebody on an Afterbody.-It was demonstrated in Ref. 6
rhn t when one considers the drag of a body consisting of a forebody, a parallel mid-portion and
all afterbody. it is often convenient to calculate the drag as the sum of the following three
('omponents :

(i) The forebody drag.
(i i) The' principal afterbody drag' (denoted by D A I ) , which is the drag that the afterbody

would have if it were situated behind an infinitely long parallel portion.
(iii) The interference drag (denoted by DA 2) due to the effect of the forebody on the afterbody.

Curves of interference drag for a number of conical and parabolic bodies of revolution were
givtn in H.e£. 6.

For all cases where the distance between successive discontinuities in slope is large with
resped to the thickness of the body, the interference drag is unaffected by the change from a
rirruln r to an elliptic cross-section. For such bodies the interference drag may be deduced from
till' dr;lg formula (6.18a) by subtracting the forebody and principal afterbody drags from the
dr,lg or the complete body. We denote the ends of the parallel portion by s = c, and Cktl> and
the result is :

"II (lc

])A 2 1 I""( )d j n ""() 1 1 dI [12 = . S a a S U og -- u
"2/1 . n C C U - a

t._ 0 t.. k 1-1

1 k S I j"CI! C'''() lid 1 " 5 I fC
k

5"( )lid+ ;; i~O LL i ,:J a og ;;=c. a +;.;; i- tf I Ll i a og c, _ ~ a
• Ck I I Co

1 "" 1+ - L Lls;, L Lls/ log --- .
n ; = 0 j = k + I Cj - Ci
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This is identical with equation (27) of Ref. 6, and is independent of Mach number.

When discontinuities in slope occur at both ends of the parallel portion, and the length of that
portion is only of the order of the thickness of the body, we have no sufficiently accurate ex
pression for the interference drag of the elliptic body, for we have no function corresponding
to the exact form of U1(x) in Ref. 6. However, if this case should prove of real interest, the
difficulty could be partially overcome as follows.

The value of the interference drag when the length of the parallel portion is zero may again
be deduced from (6.18a). (The appropriate expression is given below, and in this case the
interference drag is a function both of Mach number and of the eccentricity of the ellipse.) It
should now be possible to guess fairly accurately the variation of interference drag with the length
of the parallel portion, using as a guide the known initial values (8.14), the unique curve given
by (8.13) for long parallel portions, and the known variation for the equivalent body of revolution
(cj. Figs. 8 and 11, Ref. 6).

To evaluate the interference drag when the length of the parallel portion is zero, we let Ll5k _ '

denote the final discontinuity in S'(s) of the forebody alone (according to the convention of
section 4.1), and LI Sk+' the initial discontinuity of the afterbody alone. Then when the two are
joined there is a discontinuity in 5 '(s) at s = Ck given by

Ll5/ = Ll5k _ ' + Ll5/<+ I ,

and the interference drag is found to be

DA 2 =! JC
k

5"(a) da Jc
n

5"(u) log _1_ du
~~ n U-a2 Co Ck

r
~ J~1 k-- lIn 1+ ;; i~O ,15;' 5"(a) log a _ C

i
do + ~ i~+ ,15;' 51/(a) log C

i
_ ada

" Ck Co

1 k-l n 1+- L ,1S;' L Ll5' log ---
ni ~ 0 j = k t 1 Cj - C,

+l (,15k _ ' ) ( ,1 5k+ ') log {J(A +4B )! (c
k

) • •• (8.14}

Because the last term of (6.18a) has contributed the last term of this expression, the interference
drag is now a function both of Mach number and of the eccentricity of the ellipse.

NOTATION

an Coefficients in Ward's approximate potential ¢a, equation (2.4)

A Parameter defining the semi-major-axis of the elliptic cross-section

bo Function of SI in Ward's approximate potential ¢a, equation (2.4)

B Parameter defining the semi-minor-axis of the elliptic cross-section

Ci Values of s at which discontinuities occur

C, Pressure coefficient (P - Po)/ipU2

D Drag
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f(s)

M

p

51

(x, y, s)

(XI' )'1' Sl)

X, Y

o:

I'

1)

(A, ,II, a)

p

Function defining the variation with s of the major and minor axes
of the ellipse

See equation (6.7)

See equation (7.5)

Mach number of the free stream

Pitching moments about the x- and y-axes, respectively, m the
plane of the nose

Heaviside operator with respect to SI

Cylindrical polar co-ordinates with respect to the' wind axes'

, Real part of '

Cross-section area

Maximum thickness of body

Cartesian co-ordinates with respect to the body axes

Cartesian co-ordinates with respect to the' wind axes'

Lateral forces in the direction of increasing X and)'

X + iy, (XI + iYI)

Total incidence

Incidences in the XISI- and )'Iscplanes, respectively

v(1\I 2
- 1)

Euler's constant

Complex variable Ae" of transformed (circle) plane

tan I X 2/ rx l

Elliptic-type co-ordinates with respect to the body axes, see equation
(4.4)

Normal to the body contour in a plane s = constant (Sl = constant)

Density of the free stream

Circumferential variable in a plane s = constant (Sl = constant)

Exact perturbation potential

Ward's approximate form of perturbation potential, equation (2.4)

Errors of4>a, see Appendix

Zero-incidence (drag) potential }
see footnote to equation (4.12)

Cross-flow (lift) potential

Components of cPo, see section 4.2
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APPENDIX

The Effect of Discontinuities in the Source and Multi-source Strengths and their Deriuatiues.

A.I. The Error of the Asymptotic Solut£ons.-In this section we examine the accuracy of the
slender body approximation as a solution of the linearized problem when there are discon
tinuities in the source and multi-source strengths a,,(sl)' We let if;,! denote the asymptotic slender
body solution; we let (if; a + cPl» denote the exact solution of the linearized equation with the
source and multi-source strengths of the slender-body solution (i.e., (cPa + cPl» is defined by (2.3),
with the A" and B; derived from (2.5) and from the solution of the harmonic problem); and we
let (<Pa + if;" + if;c) denote the exact solution of the linearized equation which satisfies the boundary
condition (2.2) on the surface of the body. We consider values at a point for which the series
(2.3) and (2.4) converge, and assume that the resultant orders of magnitude are valid everywhere
on and near the body.

Writing an(sl) = an R(sl) + ia"I(sl) we have

(A.2)

2 .(fJP)" '.,P.a + P'b = - ~o(P)KO(fJPrl) + "~1 (n---=-lfi 2-- [~"R (P) cos n 81 + f:i"I(P) S111 n 81] K,,(fJPr1) , (A. I)

and

P.a = f:io(P)(Y + log fJ~rl) + "~l [f!..nR(P) cos n 81 + t3;.nI(P) sin n8 1]r 1 -
n .

We interpret the first (source) terms in these expressions by standard methods, using the
product theorem in the form

liP) iN) .' L,/(S' - u) dg(u) .
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The second (doublet) terms are interpreted by differentiating the source terms and their inter
pretations with respect to x or y and replacing ao by a] R or all' Subsequent terms may be
found similarly. There result

l
, sl .- fl'l 1~'1 -fl YI

-1 SI - U cos 01 SI - U

cP" =-= -- <" 0 cosh-flr
l

dao(u) + --;1 < U 00 0 _\IT(~l =-u)2~~2~12} da, R(u) + . . , (A.3)

and

cPa = _J~SI log 2(SI- u) dao(u) + cos OII'1
(3rl r,

u=oo-- u 0 ---

Hence from a discontinuity in the an(sl) at S] = Ci we get

(
t -"1 - c, cos 0[ s] - c,

[11 cP" + cPl,)1. = - cosh (.1 Clo)i +- -{-( ·---)-2---2 "l .ur, r] V -"] - c, - fJ y]"!

and

(A.4)

(A.S)

. 2(s] - ci ) . cos 01(.JcPal, = - log (Jao); + --- (.l1a I R ); +nr, r.

Subtracting, we see that there exists some positive finite number C such that

(A.6)

for 51 - CI Ct. (A.7)

cP, is closely related to cP". By definition cP. is an exact solution of the linearized equation, tending
to zero as r[ -?- cc, such that

?v,
on the body (A.8)

(A.9)

.. (A.11)

.. (A. 10)

Accordingly we assume that

(j1>,), is o[(~~ ~ -;'3' log s, '. c']
where the log term has been included because with it f:cP./1i1'1 may still be 0W/(S1 - C;)2J, as is
required by (A.8). This assumption is confirmed for the particular case of a body of revolution
by Ward's quasi-cylinder solution'.

In the region 51 -- c, (It, (.lcP,,)1 is O{i2 log [11(s[ - c,)]}, and by the arguments of section 2
[,1 (1),,; cPl' 4,JL is OW), so that we m,ly write

[1(cP/o cP.)], is O[t2 log · tl
SI - c,J

We now examine the case where the an (S1) themselves are continuous, but the derivatives
an' (-"I) are discontinuous. The integrals in (A.3) and (A.4) are then ordinary Riemann integrals,
and integrating these by parts we have

(P" 1_ cPh = _IS

I f

l

' l [(SI _ u) cosh- 1 51 - U - V{(s] _1£)2 - fJ2YI2}] dao'(.u)
fir]

u 0-

I
' 1 /lYI

+ c()s 01 V{(SI _1£)2 - (32rI2} daiR'(u) +
r l

u c= 0·-
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and
1

' 5

1
[ 2(Sl - u) ]

1>a = -. u=o- (Sl - u) log-~ - (Sl - ~t) dao/(u)

.. (A.12)

Proceeding as before we find that

(J</.), 15 o[s, ~ c,J
and assume that

.. (A.13)

and find that

.. (A.14)

.. (A.IS)

So far we have only considered the accuracy of our asymptotic forms in the light of the
linearized equation. However it is known that when no discontinuities are present the error of
the slender body approximation, considered as a solution of the linearized equation, is OW log t),
while the error of this approximation, considered as a solution of the exact equation, is OW log2 t).
Accordingly we multiply the order terms in (A.7), (A.9), (A.13) and (A.14) by log {tj(s - c,:)}
and assume that the errors are then those of our approximation as a solution of the exact equation.

A.2. The Effect of a Discontinuity in 51/(a) on the Drag of a Smooth Pointed Body.-A dis
continuity in profile curvature and 51/(a), (profile slope and 5'(a) being continuous), is a particular
case of a discontinuity in the a,,'(sl), (the a,,(sJ being continuous). For convenience let us take
our origin at the discontinuity in question, (c i = 0). We wish to examine the effect of neglecting
(1)b + 1>c) in the integral, taken along a line fl = constant on the body,

.. (A.16)

where II is the length of the body downstream of the discontinuity, and is taken as 0(1), which
clearly gives the maximum possible error. If we introduce •

F(a, p) ~J: aaa (</" + </, + </J da

= 1>a(a, fl) + 1>b(a, fl) + 1>c(a, fl) -1>a(O, fl) -1>b(O, fl) -1>c(O, fl)

f
a 0 dJ.

- 0 oJ. (1)a + 1>b + 1>c) da da ,

(A.16) may be written

I(p) ~ F(l" p)5'(I,) - f F(a, p) 5"(a) do
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It may be noted that rPa is continuous in this case, so that the forms (A.16) and (A.IS) are wholly
equivalent even when (rPb + rPc) is neglected. Now since the distance between successive dis
continuities is 0(1), and II is 0(1), (rPb + rPc) is OW log2 t) at a = II and O.

Also '(1rP/o;" is known from the boundary condition. Hence the dominant term in the error due
to neglecting (rPb + rPc) in (A. IS) is

[

11 { I~C2t Jl1 4 }

~ 0 [rPb(a, ft) + rPc(a, fl)lS"(a) da = ° ~ 0 t
3
jS "(a)Ida + C2t~ 10g2 ~ [S"(a) Ida

= OW log3 t) . ., (A.19)

A.3. The Error Due' to the Asvmbtotic Expressions for F{ and G.-Finally we justify the
substitution of the asymptotic form of F, into the equation (6.8) of the main text. The an(sl)
themselves are now discontinuous. Essentially we have to justify the neglect of (rPb + rPc) in
the integral

1'1
1

1 (rPa + rPb + rPc) dS'(a) .
~J a =:0 +

The error due to this step is

.. (A.20)

.. (A.21)

If (co 1 - e,) is always 0(1), as we have specified, the discontinuities in S'(a) will contribute
only to the second integral of this expression, and their contributions will by 0 Wlog2 f). The
remainder of (A.20) is

°{t4[ I~I log t do + 'Cli log ada] + t61'11 \ log2 .t da} = OW) .
a t cia a

l;' 0 '- t l-' 1
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